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SYNOPSIS
From writer, executive producer Travis Milloy (PANDORUM) comes his first
independently written, produced and directed film, SOMNIO. A sci-fi thriller that
ventures into the world of an automated justice system.
Shot in the back by government hit-men, Frank Lerner wakes up to find himself in a
fully automated government prison. Howard, his LSO (Life Support Operator)
provides food, drink and basic needs to keep Frank alive. Frank, through extensive and
intensive mind interrogation is forced to relive the same day over and over until
evidence is received of the crime he is accused of committing. With each entry into his
mind, more and more memories are observed and secrets become unravelled, but
which are real and which are imagined?
As war erupts and the outside world falls under attack, Frank finds himself cut off and
trapped with a computer system that slowly begins to malfunction. He must venture
into his own memory through the interrogation program in order to find a way of
escaping, to get back to the woman he loves and the outside world… that may
already be gone.

THE FILMMAKERS
TRAVIS MILLOY
is a writer and director with over twenty years experience. He wrote
and executive produced the sci-fi thriller "Pandorum" and has worked with Warner
Brothers, Universal Studios and 20th Century Fox. He has projects slated for
production in 2016 with Mandalay Entertainment and Constantin Pictures.
MICHAEL DWYER
is an Executive Producer and major Science Fiction fan.
MARIANNE MILLOY
is an independent film producer and enthusiast who has
supported the arts with both film and musical youth programs.
LAURIE SHELDON
is a first time film producer who has worked in casting and film
development for over twenty years. She has worked with acclaimed filmmakers Ivan
Reitman and Todd Phillips and television writer/producer/director, Don Bellisario.

TOM EBERTS
is a producer of television movies and music videos. He also produces
commercials for Disney, Wilson Tennis, Tailor-Made and 3M.
JASON NOLT
E is a cinematographer who has worked in film and television including
National Geographic and the TLC Network for over ten years.
MARTY MULLIN
is a cinematographer who began his career working on European
commercials and music videos in the early 1980’s. He has worked with some of
Hollywood’s top directors, such as William Fraeker, Tony Scott and Barry Sonnenfeld.
TOM DUFFIELD
is a Production Designer, who leant his talent as a Visual Consultant
for Somnio. Some of Tom’s credits include “Men In Black”, “The Lost Boys”, “Batman
Returns”, and Gore Verbinski’s thriller, “The Ring”. His most recent credits include
"Lone Survivor", "Hell or High Water" starring Chris Pine and Ben Foster to be
released August, 2016 and "Patriots Day," starring Mark Wahlberg is set to be
released January, 2017.
JACOB YOFFEE
is a composer who recently won the ASCAP Screen Music Award for
MTV's hit drama, "Finding Carter." He has most recently worked on the trailer
campaigns for Star Wars: The Force Awakens, The Jungle Book and Kubo & the Two
Strings. The Dreamstage is in pre-production and will be the next project for Jacob
.

THE CAST

CHRISTOPHER SOREN KELLY
is most well known as the
lead in the critically acclaimed cult sci-fi hit INK. He has
directed three award winning short films in the past few
years; CHASSEUR, I’M RIGHT HERE and MONKEYS. Chris
is currently in post-production on his first written and
directed full length feature “The Tangle.”

CASSANDRA CLARK
is an actress, writer and director
and has several films in post production. She appeared
in HBO's VINYL this past spring and will next be featured
in JJ Abrams produced series, ROADIES, July 2016. She
has written and will direct “Carbon Copy” a play about
her relationship with her father. “Carbon Copy” will
premiere in Spring, 2016 in New York City.

CAJARDO LINDSEY
is a film and theater actor based in
Denver, Colorado. He has been nominated eleven times
and has received seven awards for Best Actor. Cajardo
will appear in two films during the summer of 2016,
Independence Day: Resurgence directed by Roland
Emmerich and Shot Caller, directed by Ric Roman Waugh.

JESSE D. ARROW
is a theater actor who co-founded and
remains a co-creative director of the Los Angeles based
theatre company, The Tavern Rakes. He has produced
and directed six original plays over two seasons with the
company and is gearing up for the third season.
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